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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY  

It is well documented that Isilon OneFS is the enterprise solution for multitenant Hadoop cluster support and integration. This paper will 

look to highlight the approaches and configuration integration required to support secure multitenant Hadoop clusters with a single 

Isilon OneFS cluster. The goal is to highlight the design decisions and implementation modifications that may be required to 

successfully implement multitenancy. It is critical to assess the deployment of multiple Hadoop clusters against a single Isilon cluster 

before the Hadoop cluster is deployed or secured, as the deployment process may require modification to ensure a successful and 

supported integration. 

Audience 

This guide is intended for Hadoop systems administrators, storage administrators, IT architects, and IT managers who will be running 

Isilon OneFS with Cloudera CDH or Ambari Hortonworks HDP-based Hadoop distributions. 

Introduction 

When implementing a Hadoop cluster with Isilon OneFS, some initial decisions need to be made with regard to how access control and 

management will be implemented. OneFS supports integrating multiple approaches to Hadoop security. The focus of this whitepaper is 

to address multitenant specific implementations, and the different approaches that are needed when designing and setting up Isilon and 

the Hadoop cluster. This document does not address the specific procedure of setting up Hadoop – Isilon security, as you can read 

about those procedures here: Isilon and Hadoop Cluster Install Guides.  

Isilon 

Isilon OneFS uses the concept of an Access Zone to create a data and authentication boundary within OneFS. Each Access Zone is 

associated with a data path root and can be attached to a number of different Authentication and Identity providers. In a simple cluster 

along with the default administrative system zone, a second Access Zone is defined and associated with an Active Directory provider. 

This provides separation of data and authentication providers at the simplest level. 

 

 
Figure 1. Single Zone plus System Zone 

 

https://community.emc.com/docs/DOC-61379
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Additional Access Zones can be added to provide segregated data and to associate different authentication providers with these data 
sets.  

 

 

Figure 2. Multi-Access Zones  

This capability gives us with the ability to create multiple HDFS roots within a OneFS cluster and to deploy different Hadoop clusters 

with Isilon. When deploying multiple Hadoop clusters with an Isilon cluster, it is critical to plan ahead and understand the deployment 

requirements for setting up and securing these Hadoop clusters prior to deployment of the Hadoop clusters.  

Hadoop – Isilon Authentication and Identity Management 

Hadoop access management falls into two main categories: Simple and Kerberized. The detailed specifics of each are beyond the 

scope of this document but additional information can be found here.  

This document assumes you are familiar with the conceptual deployment of Hadoop and Isilon authentication and identity models and 

design decisions prior to deployment and integration. 

In order to understand the deployment patterns to be discussed, we recommend that you are familiar with the following: 

 Local Hadoop Accounts – Service and User 

 Isilon Local Providers  

 Kerberos service principal names (SPNs) and user principal names (UPNs) 

 Cloudera Distributed Hadoop (CDH) or Hortonworks Data Platform (HDP) and Ambari 

 Microsoft Active Directory (AD) 

 Isilon OneFS Access Zones, Authentication Providers, and Identity Management 

 

https://community.emc.com/community/products/isilon/blog/2016/08/31/troubleshooting-a-permissions-issue-between-hadoop-and-isilon
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Kerberos Authentication 

Kerberos Principals 

During the Kerberization process, using the wizards in either Cloudera CDH or Hortonworks Ambari-based HDP, a number of Kerberos 

principals and keytabs are created in the KDC. It is important to understand the differences between these different principal types and 

the distributions, and the implication for multitenancy with OneFS. 

Active Directory versus MIT Principals 

In order to fully understand the implications of multitenant Hadoop with Isilon, we have to contrast the Kerberos principals that are 

created, and how different distributions deal with the requirements of the Kerberos Key Distribution Center (KDC) and Hadoop cluster to 

support fully Kerberized services. 

MIT KDC Kerberos Principals 

The Kerberization process on the Hadoop cluster generates the required principals in the MIT-based KDC as follows 

 

Figure 3. MIT KDC SPN Listings 

Looking in greater detail at the SPN, we can see additional details on the SPN and the Keytab as follows: 

 

Figure 4. MIT KDC SPN details 

This is standard MIT-based SPN as created by Hadoop; all principals will be of this form. 
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Active Directory Kerberos Principals 

When we Kerberize the Hadoop cluster against an Active Directory, the principals look slightly different initially, but it is important to 

understand what is going on here and why. It is these principals that are critical when it comes to understanding multitenant 

deployments. 

We can see that the following SPN for the Yarn service on a host centos-05.foo.com is as displayed in Figure 5. 

What we are looking to understand here is that the: 

 SPN is equal to: yarn/centos-05.foo.com@FOO.COM 

 

However: 

 

 The name and pre-Windows 2000 or sAMAccountName is set to a random text string, for example: bICqXrJLYm, as shown below: 

 
Figure 5. Active Directory SPN 

 

 

Figure 6. Active Directory SPN details 

 

The reason this occurs is fairly straightforward. The SPN contains a unique entity (hostname) as in the following example: 

mailto:yarn/centos-05.foo.com@FOO.COM
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 Service Name: yarn 

 Hostname: centos-05.foo.com 

 Kerberos Realm: FOO.COM 

But within a Microsoft Active Directory, the pre-Windows2000 or sAMAccountName attribute is a required attribute and must be 

populated in order to ensure uniqueness. The Kerberization wizards automatically generate a random name ensuring compliance and 

uniqueness. Since this attribute is never used by the Hadoop service, this random string is an elegant solution. 

As we will see later in this document, this attribute (sAMAccountName) is critical to Isilon integration and its multitenant integration. 

Isilon SPNs 

It is also important to review the required SPNs for Isilon when deploying Kerberos. Here again, we have some specific differences with 

the SPNs required, where they exist in the KDC, and how the different distributions manage them. 

KDC versus Active Directory SPNs 

Since Isilon is providing kerberized access to the HDFS and WebHDFS services, it requires SPNs for these services. Depending on the 

type of KDC used, and the Hadoop cluster management tool in use, guidelines for the required SPNs are as follows: 

KDC 

 hdfs/smartconnectzonename – where smartconnectzonename is the fully qualified domain name (FQDN) with which the Hadoop 

cluster is connecting 

 HTTP/smartconnectzonename – where smartconnectzonename is the FQDN with which the Hadoop cluster is connecting  

 Created in the KDC 

 Needs to be managed by Isilon OneFS to get the correct keytab to each cluster node; if it is created by Ambari, it must be 

recreated by Isilon* 

 

Active Directory 

 hdfs/clustername – where clustername is the FQDN of the machine account name that the cluster is joined to in Active Directory 

 hdfs/smartconnectzonename – where smartconnectzonename is the FQDN with which the Hadoop cluster is connecting  

 HTTP/smartconnectzonename – where smartconnectzonename is the FQDN with which the Hadoop cluster is connecting  

 SPNs for Isilon are created on the Isilon cluster machine object in Active Directory* (not in the managed OU**) 

 Some SPNs are auto-created by Isilon OneFS on an AD join, but HDFS and HTTP may need to be manually created  

 

* See the Ambari section below 

Cloudera Manager versus Ambari  

 Cloudera Manager creates no Isilon SPNs 

 *Ambari attempts to create the hdfs/smartconnectzonename and HTTP/smartconnectzonename 

o With AD, it will create these in the wrong places (in the Ambari managed OU, not on the machine object) 

o If they already exist in the KDC or AD, Kerberization will fail, as no duplicates can exist 

o If Ambari created the SPNs and keytab in KDC, then Isilon OneFS does not have these keytabs – they must be 

deleted and recreated from the Isilon Kerberos provider 

**You can find additional information on the Active Directory duplicate SPN issue in the Duplicate-SPNs-with-Isilon-AD-Kerberos-and-

Hortonworks blog post. 

For additional information on implementing Isilon with Hadoop distributions and KDCs, see the Isilon Hadoop Install guides. 

 

Cloudera CDH, Hortonworks Ambari, and HDP 

It is also important to review the behaviors of the two primary Hadoop distributions that are commonly seen with Isilon OneFS and 

Kerberos. In general, the Kerberization requirements and process are very similar, but a few differences in the creation and behavior of 

the two distributions is worth highlighting, as it has implications for OneFS integration and especially multitenancy.  

https://community.emc.com/community/products/isilon/blog/2016/10/11/duplicate-spns-with-isilon-ad-kerberos-and-hortonworks
https://community.emc.com/community/products/isilon/blog/2016/10/11/duplicate-spns-with-isilon-ad-kerberos-and-hortonworks
https://community.emc.com/docs/DOC-61379
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Cloudera 

The Cloudera Manager Kerberization wizard creates the following configuration in the KDC or Active Directory: 

 Cloudera Manager only creates SPNs and Keytabs for the Service Accounts, for example, yarn, hive, impala, hbase 

 No HDFS or HTTP SPN is created in the KDC (since no HDFS service is installed, these are not created) 

 Name is a random string in Active Directory 

 sAMAccountName is a random string Active Directory 

Since Cloudera does not create any UPNs or HDFS and HTTP SPNs in the KDC or Active Directory, no additional consideration is 

needed for Cloudera Kerberization. 

An example of a service SPN follows. SPNs behave the same for both Cloudera and Hortonworks-based Kerberizations. 

 

Figure 7. SPN usage with Isilon and Hadoop Cluster 

Figure 7 illustrates how a Kerberized service is implemented within Active Directory, Isilon OneFS exposes a Kerberized HDFS service 

through a defined SPN of the hdfs/isilonsczone name for the Kerberos realm it is a member of. (Note that the HTTP SPN is not shown, 

but it still required.) 

Hortonworks and Ambari 

The Ambari Kerberization wizard creates the following configuration in the KDC or Active Directory: 

 Ambari creates SPNs for the Service Accounts and Keytabs for the Service Accounts, for example, yarn, hive, impala, hbase 

 HDFS and HTTP SPNs for the Isilon cluster are created either in the KDC or in the designated OU in Active Directory 

 Ambari creates UPNs for a number of smoke test accounts, for example, ambari-qa, spark, hbase  

 Name is the same as the account. By default, it appends the cluster name to the end, but a basic Isilon Kerberos install is 

recommended to remove this. See the EMC Isilon OneFS with Hadoop and Hortonworks for Kerberos Installation Guide for more 

details. 

 sAMAccountName is a random string 

The critical points to be aware of here are the following: 

1. The SPNs created by Ambari; HDFS, and HTTP are incorrect and need to be removed, allowing the Isilon cluster to create and 
manage its own SPNs for these services on Isilon OneFS. This is covered in the Isilon and Hortonworks Kerberization Guide and 
also addressed here in this blog post. 

http://www.emc.com/collateral/TechnicalDocument/docu83410.pdf
http://www.emc.com/collateral/TechnicalDocument/docu83410.pdf
https://community.emc.com/community/products/isilon/blog/2016/10/11/duplicate-spns-with-isilon-ad-kerberos-and-hortonworks
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2. The smoke test UPNs created need to be updated to support Isilon integration when Active Directory is used. This is detailed in the 
guide. 

Looking at this configuration in detail assumes you have followed the Isilon and Hortonworks Kerberos Installation Guide to deploy 

Kerberos. This document makes the following assumption: when configuring the Principals, we recommend that you remove the 

cluster_name and cluster_name|toLower() parameters from the Principal Suffix that is generated. For example: 

 

 

Figure 8. A Sample Ambari UPN change in the Kerberization Wizard 

 
When the Ambari  UPNs are created, this would ultimately lead to the creation of:  

 ambari-qa-hdp-clustername@REALM  

 

However, by removing cluster_name|toLower(), the following is created: 

 

 ambari-qa@REALM  

But to ensure that the sAMAccountName requirement is created in Active Directory, a random string is generated for the created UPN 

as follows: 

 

Figure 9. An Active Directory UPN is created by the Ambari Kerberization Wizard 

 

Note that this initially creates an issue for Isilon OneFS, as it looks users up using the sAMAccountName. The Kerberized UPN 

connects to the cluster using the full UPN, but it is then deconstructed down to only the username. This username is then looked up, 

and it will fail in the event of a sAMAccountName mismatch. This creates a lookup and access denied issue, which we discuss in detail 

as part of the following service troubleshooting blog post. 

http://www.emc.com/collateral/TechnicalDocument/docu83410.pdf
https://community.emc.com/community/products/isilon/blog/2017/03/15/the-infamous-401-authorization-required-error-when-starting-kerberized-services
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Figure 10. Mismatch exists between an Isilon OneFS user and an Ambari UPN sAMAccountName 

If you modify the sAMAccountName to be equal to the UPN short name as shown below, OneFS can successfully look up this user and 

therefore no issues should arise. 

 

Figure 11. Modification required to an Ambari UPN 

After modifying the UPN in Active Directory, the lookup succeeds, and the smoke test Ambari UPN user can interact with Isilon OneFS 

correctly. 

 

Figure 12. Successful lookup of an Ambari-based UPN 
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Note: 

The username or the UPN name attribute has a limit of 256 characters, but the sAMAccountName name (also known as the User logon 

name prior to Windows 2000) is limited to 20 characters in the Active Directory schema. (Note that you cannot set the 

sAMAccountName name to longer than 20 characters using AD tools.) You should take this into account when adding any suffixes like 

the clustername, as discussed later in this whitepaper. 

 

Figure 13. Character limits with the Ambari UPNs sAMAccountName 

Deployment Patterns 

Having reviewed the basic components of Hadoop and Isilon access management, we can look at deployment patterns and how 

different deployment models can be integrated. It is also critical to understand that many different permutations of authentication and 

identity management exist. This document will highlight the common and best approaches to deployment methodologies. That is not to 

say that other deployment strategies are not viable or can be deployed.  

Simple Authentication - Single Tenant Authentication Implementation 

In this simple deployment, we leverage only local accounts against a single access zone. This is the simplest deployment and provides: 

 No Kerberos authentication 

 UID/GID parity between Hadoop accounts and Isilon accounts 

 Single dedicated Isilon Local Provider for Identity Management 

 

Figure 14. Single Hadoop cluster with Local accounts 

 

Simple Authentication - Multitenant Authentication Implementation 

Adding a second OneFS Access Zone permits the deployment of a second Hadoop cluster against OneFS. This second cluster also 

uses a simple access model with Local accounts both in Hadoop and in a separate Isilon Local Provider as follows:  
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Figure 15. Multiple Hadoop Clusters with separate Access Zones and Separate Local Providers 

In this multitenant deployment we see the following configuration: 

 No Kerberos authentication 

 UID/GID parity between Hadoop accounts and Isilon accounts 

 Dedicated Isilon Local Provider for Identity Management per Access Zone 

 No overlap of accounts; each Access Zone and Hadoop cluster is an independent authentication and identity boundary. No 

additional configuration is required to deploy 

In this deployment, we can use standard service accounts in each Hadoop cluster and Isilon Local Provider. 

As we transition away from simple authentication to Kerberos-based authentication, it is important to consider authentication versus 

identity management. The introduction of Kerberos clearly brings us authentication through a KDC, but we still need to consider identity 

management. The potential permutations can present a challenge here. Additional consideration around deployment of authentication 

and identity management is addressed in this whitepaper. However, to simplify the possibilities, we will focus on the overall 

implementation and highlight the general implementation approaches in this whitepaper. 

Kerberos Authentication - Single Tenant Implementation 

In order to fully understand the implications and required methodologies for multitenant authorization, it is useful to recap the single 

tenant deployment models. It is also important to review the differences between Cloudera and Hortonworks deployed clusters, and 

how they implement Kerberos as discussed earlier in the document. 
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Cloudera-based Deployments 

KDC Authorization – Local Accounts Only 

This deployment continues to leverage local account identities. Kerberos Principals are created in the KDC to support authentication of 

services and users, but no external identity management is used. This represents the simplest Kerberized deployment model to enforce 

authentication. Additional administration is required on the Hadoop cluster, and the Isilon cluster to support user identity management. 

As previously discussed, additional administration on the Hadoop cluster is beyond the scope of this paper. 

 

Figure 16. Kerberos authentication – Local Account Identities 

 Local account identities for both service and user accounts; UID - GID parity recommended 

 SPNs for Hadoop service accounts 

 No Isilon-specific SPNs are generated 

 UPNs for user accounts in KDC (users running the jobs) 

Active Directory Authorization – Local Service Accounts -  AD User Accounts 

This deployment differs from others by leveraging local account identities for service accounts with Kerberos SPN Principals, while user 

account identities and Ambari UPNs are created in the AD Directory Service to provide centralized user management. This model still 

supports authentication of services and users, but external identity management is used for users in the Hadoop and Isilon clusters. 

Additional integration and administration is required on the Hadoop and Isilon clusters to support this model of user identity 

management. The advantage of this model is to leverage centralized user management for Hadoop users. 

This model could also be implemented using a KDC and integrated LDAP server model. 
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Figure 17. Kerberos authentication – Local Service Accounts, AD User Accounts 
 

 Local account identities for service accounts in Hadoop and Isilon; UID – GID parity recommended 

 Directory Service-based identities and UPNs for users 

 SPNs for Hadoop service accounts 

 No Isilon-specific SPNs are generated 

Hortonworks with Ambari-based Deployments 

KDC Authorization – Local Accounts Only 

This deployment also leverages local account identities, however Kerberos Principals are created in the KDC to support authentication 

of services and users. No external identity management is used. This represents the simplest Kerberized deployment model to enforce 

authentication. Note that additional administration will be required on the Hadoop and the Isilon clusters to support user identity 

management. 
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Figure 18. Kerberos authentication – Local Account Identities 
 

 Local account identities for both service and user accounts;UID – GID parity recommended 

 SPNs for Hadoop service accounts 

 Ambari initially creates Isilon HDFS and HTTP SPNs, these need to be deleted and managed by the Isilon Provider only 

 UPNs for Ambari-based smoke test accounts 

 UPNs for user accounts (normal users running jobs) 

ACTIVE DIRECTORY AUTHORIZATION – LOCAL SERVICE ACCOUNTS - AD USER ACCOUNTS 

This Ambari-based deployment differs by using local account identities for service accounts with Kerberos SPN Principals, however the 

user and smoke test user account identities and UPNs are created in the AD Directory Service to provide centralized user 

management. This model still supports authentication of services and users, but external identity management is used for users in the 

Hadoop and Isilon clusters. Additional integration and administration is required on the Hadoop and the Isilon clusters to support this 

user identity management model. The advantage of this model is to leverage centralized user management for Hadoop users. 

In this implementation, additional configuration is required in Active Directory to support sAMAccount names of the Ambari-generated 

smoke test users, for example: hdfs, yarn, and ambari-qa, as previously discussed. 

This model could also be implemented using a KDC and an integrated LDAP server model. In this case, no sAMAccount name 

modification would be required. 
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Figure 19. Kerberos authentication – Local Service Accounts, AD User Accounts 

 Local account identities for service accounts; UID – GID parity recommended 

 SPNs for Hadoop service accounts 

 Ambari initially creates Isilon HDFS and HTTP SPNs; these need to be deleted and managed by the Isilon provider 

 UPNs for Ambari-based smoke test accounts – sAMAccountName updates needed 

 Directory Service-based identities and UPNs for users 

Single Tenant Kerberized Recap 

Having reviewed the single tenant Kerberos deployment models, we can recognize that a number of primary deployment models exist. 

Other deployment models exist and can be implemented; most of these models will be variations on the models previously discussed 

and will, in general, be related to the location of the account identities. It is absolutely possible to deploy all accounts in central Directory 

Services, such as LDAP and Active Directory. These models will require additional configuration and planning, but ultimately all single 

tenant models are based on the same requirements as follows: 

 Service Accounts and SPNs are required for all accounts 

 User Accounts require identities and UPNs 

 Cloudera deploys only Hadoop SPNs, no Isilon-specific SPNs 

 Ambari creates Isilon SPNs; these need to be deleted and managed by the Isilon provider 

 Ambari creates smoke test UPNs; these require sAMAccountName fixes in Active Directory 

 

Kerberos Authentication - Multitenant Authentication Implementation 

As we move into multitenant deployments, let’s look to generalize away from KDC and Active Directory specifics and focus on the 

SPNs, UPNs, and any configuration changes or deployment strategies that must be implemented to support multiple Hadoop clusters 

against a single Isilon cluster with separate Access Zone deployments. All the previously discussed specifics between KDCs and Active 

Directory still apply; we are now more interested in the specifics of using multiple Hadoop clusters against the single Isilon OneFS 

cluster. Summarizing Isilon’s support for Kerberos will help illustrate the options for deployment as follows: 

 Isilon OneFS supports multiple Kerberos providers assigned to a separate Access Zones 

 Isilon OneFS also supports leveraging a single Kerberos provider for multiple Access Zones 

 The KDC providers are only Kerberos Authentication; identity management is not addressed here specifically 
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 Active Directory providers continue to provide Kerberos and LDAP 

 Individual Access Zone Local Providers; provide per Access Zone identity management 

 A zone cannot support an Active Directory and a Kerberos Provider at the same time 

 

Ultimately, two primary models of multitenant Hadoop – Isilon deployments exist: 

1. Separate KDC: per Hadoop cluster and Access Zone KDC model 

2. Shared KDC: each Hadoop cluster and Isilon share a common KDC model 

Cloudera 

As we have observed, Cloudera only creates machine-specific SPNs; no Cloudera UPNs are created. This makes deployment of 

multiple Cloudera CDH clusters straightforward as follows: 

 Use an Access Zone and Authentication Provider per CDH cluster install 

 A per Access Zone local provider is used for Service Account identities 

 User Account UPNs are created in the KDC 

 All SPNs are unique and machine-specific, which provides uniqueness for all Hadoop cluster services 

 Per Access Zone OneFS SmartConnect SPNs are required in the KDC 

 No Isilon SPN is created or managed by CDH; SPNs for Isilon must meet Isilon provider requirement 

 When AD is used, all account names and sAMAccount names are random strings, guaranteeing uniqueness in AD 

 

When deploying multiple Cloudera CDH clusters against a single Isilon cluster, the following deployments can be used: 

Dedicated KDC 

The following is the simplest deployment model: 

 Each CDH cluster uses a dedicated KDC/AD for Kerberos  

 The Isilon Access Zone uses the same Kerberos or AD as the Hadoop cluster 

 All Hadoop SPNs are KDC-specific; Isilon SPNs for SmartConnect are per KDC 

 All accounts are specific to the Access Zone  

 All SPNs and sAMAccount names created in the AD are randomized names, so no conflict or overlaps exist 
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Figure 20. Multi-Hadoop deployments with dedicated KDC’s or Active Directories 

This approach is used to provide granular access control and is often used to permit the Hadoop cluster administrator to manage the 

KDC themselves. Additional deployments using Kerberos Trust may also leverage the per Hadoop cluster local KDC model, providing 

local KDC SPNs for service accounts but centralizing UPNs in a Trusted KDC. 

Shared KDC 

The second approach to multitenant Hadoop is to the leverage a shared KDC/AD as follows: 

 Each CDH cluster uses a single shared KDC/AD for Kerberos  

 The Isilon Access Zone uses the same single shared Kerberos or AD provider as the Hadoop cluster 

 All SPNs and UPNs are created in the same shared KDC/AD 

 All services accounts are specific to the Access Zone 

 With Active Directory, separate OUs are used to provide isolation and delegation of account management  

 All SPNs and sAMAccount names created in the AD are randomized names, so no conflict or overlaps exist. 
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Figure 21. Multi-Hadoop deployments with shared KDC or Active Directory 

The illustrated deployment models show how either standalone or shared KDC can be used with Cloudera CDH clusters and Isilon. 

Many other variations exist, but these two primary models illustrate how one, two, or many clusters can be deployed and integrated.  

Cloudera Multitenant Review 

Having reviewed the deployment and integration of Cloudera CDH with Isilon Kerberos, note the following regarding the Kerberos 

deployment methodology used by Cloudera Manager: 

 No specific modifications to accounts need to be made 

 Dedicated or Shared KDC are supported 

 All standard Isilon Kerberos requirements and best practices should be used 

Hortonworks – Ambari 

The following requirements are still valid for our integration of Isilon and Hadoop clusters: 

 Use an Access Zone and Authentication Provider per HDP cluster install 

 A per Access Zone Local Provider is used for Service Accounts identities 

 User Account UPNs are created in the KDC 

 All Hadoop service account SPNs are unique and machine-specific, which provides uniqueness for all Hadoop cluster services 

 Per Access Zone SmartConnect SPNs are required in the KDC; SPNs for Isilon OneFS must meet Isilon provider requirements 

However, as we have observed earlier in this whitepaper, Ambari behaves in a different manner regarding specific Kerberos principals 

as follows: 

 Ambari generates Hadoop smoke test user UPNs, for example, hdfs, ambari-qa, and so on 

 Ambari generates Isilon SPNs – these need to be removed and managed per Isilon requirements 

 Ambari-generated usernames in AD for smoke test users are not random 

 

These behaviors may require additional planning when deploying multitenant Hortonworks clusters against Isilon OneFS. 
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When deploying multiple Ambari-managed Hortonworks HDP clusters against a single Isilon cluster, the following deployments can be 

used: 

Dedicated KDC per Hadoop Cluster 

The following is the simplest deployment model: 

 Each HDP cluster uses a dedicated KDC/AD for Kerberos  

 The Isilon Access Zone uses the same Kerberos or AD as the Hadoop cluster 

 All Hadoop SPNs are KDC-specific; Isilon SPNs for SmartConnect are per KDC 

 All accounts are specific to the Access Zone  

 All Hadoop service account names, SPNs, and sAMAccount names created in the Active Directory are unique hostnames and use 

randomized sAMAccount names, therefore no conflicts or overlaps exist. 

 Ambari smoke test user UPNs in Active Directory can be modified per a single deployed cluster to support Isilon OneFS 

configuration 

 

  

Figure 22. Multi-Hadoop deployments with dedicated KDC’s or Active Directories 

Basically, when deploying multiple Hadoop clusters with a dedicated KDC, each cluster is considered a standalone configuration, so no 

overlapping configuration comes into play or needs to be modified as is the case with the shared KDC. Also, this approach is used to 

provide granular access control, and it is often used to permit the Hadoop cluster administrator to manage the KDC themselves. 

Additional deployments using Kerberos Trust may also leverage the per Hadoop cluster local KDC model, providing local KDC SPNs 

for service accounts, but centralizing UPNs in a Trusted KDC. 

Shared KDC between Hadoop Clusters 

Having seen how a dedicated KDC per Hadoop cluster is implemented, we can review the shared KDC model. The primary concern 

with integrating multiple Ambari-based Hortonworks HDP clusters with a single Isilon cluster is with regard to the smoke test UPNs. 

This is a tricky concept to review in writing, but let’s review what Ambari does in the following section. 

Ambari-generated UPNs 

As described earlier in this whitepaper, with Ambari Kerberos deployments with Isilon, we suggest removing the 

cluster_name|toLower() parameters from the Principal Suffix being generated for the Ambari UPNs. This is so that the KDC 
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Principal maps to the service account on the Hadoop cluster and Isilon local accounts with which that the services were installed as 

follows: 

Hortornworks Account Isilon Account KDC principal without removing 

cluster_name|toLower()* 

Outcome on Isilon 

HDFS HDFS hdfs-clustername Mismatch between user and UPN 

Table 1. Ambari generated UPNs without removing clustername 

 

Hortornworks Account Isilon Account KDC principal with removing 

cluster_name|toLower() 

Outcome on Isilon 

HDFS HDFS hdfs User and UPN matched 

Table 2. Ambari generated UPNs when removing clustername 

The problem in doing this is that we now have a general form of the UPN in the KDC -- just HDFS and not a unique qualifier. But this is 

required if Hadoop and Isilon were installed with the default HDFS user account. The same behavior is seen for all of the modified 

Ambari UPNs, for example: ambari-qa, spark, storm, ambari-server, hbase, and so on. 

*Note: In a non-Isilon cluster, Hortonworks HDP uses cluster-side mapping rules to map hdfs - > hdfs-clustername to support this 

configuration. Isilon cannot process those rules, so if the KDC principal is in the form of hdfs-clustername, but the user account name is 

hdfs, it sees a mismatch and authentication fails. This is the primary reason why we recommend removing the 

cluster_name|toLower() from the Principal. This works well on single KDC deployments when HDFS is a unique UPN Principal. 

The Shared KDC Issue 

Having seen how modifying the UPNs to support user consistency for Isilon integration creates a non-unique UPN in the KDC: 

Cluster1: 

Service Account: HDFS – UPN to be created as hdfs@REALM 

Cluster2: 

Service Account: HDFS – UPN to be created as hdfs@REALM 

This clearly creates a problem and will fail, as only a single unique UPN can exist. This creates an issue for multitenancy with a shared 

KDC as deployed. Two specific approaches exist to resolve this issue as follows: 

Ambari-generated SPNs 

All Ambari-generated Hadoop service SPNs are unique, as they include the hostname of the machine in the SPN Principal. For 

example: yarn/compute1.domain.com, yarn/compute2.domain.com, yarn/compute3.domain.com, and so on. 

This presents no issues for shared Hadoop KDC deployments, as every SPN is unique and no conflicts exist. 

Having reviewed how Ambari creates UPNs and SPNs, we can now look at deployment methodologies to support a shared KDC with 

multiple Ambari-managed Hortonworks clusters. 

Deploying Ambari Hortonworks Clusters with a Shared KDC 

In order to deploy multiple Hadoop clusters with a single shared KDC, we clearly have to account for the Ambari smoke test user UPNs. 

We need to modify our deployments to support the creation of non-unique UPNs, and a couple of options exist to support this as 

follows: 

Option 1: Custom usernames 

or 
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Option 2: Use -clustername UPNs with mapping rules 

1. Use Custom Cluster Usernames and Use Unique per Cluster UPN Approach 

Install the Hadoop and Isilon clusters using a custom username that includes a unique identifier, for example, the cluster name. This 

needs to be done at installation time; changing the service account after installation is a very complex procedure. You should use all 

standard installation and best practices. The Isilon user creation script supports appending a clustername suffix to all accounts to 

support custom username installs. You can find the Ambari and Hortonworks custom username deployment procedures in the 

Hortonworks documentation, for example: hdfs-cls1, yarn-cls1, mapred-cls1, hbase-cls1 

 

Figure 23. Custom Ambari Username Deployment of HDP and Isilon  

Then on Kerberization, use the wizard to remove cluster_name|toLower() from any Ambari UPNs, otherwise the clustername is 

added twice. Now all relevant SPNs and UPNs are now entirely unique, allowing multiple Ambari clusters to easily coexist in the same 

KDC. 

Hortornworks Accounts Isilon Accounts KDC principal remove 

cluster_name|toLower()* 

Outcome on Isilon 

hdfs-cls1 hdfs-cls1 hdfs-cls1* User and UPN matched 

https://community.emc.com/docs/DOC-61379
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ambari-qa-cls1 ambari-qa-cls1 ambari-qa-cls1* User and UPN matched 

Table 3. Cluster1 and Isilon Users 

 

Hortornworks Accounts Isilon Accounts KDC principal remove 

cluster_name|toLower()* 

Outcome on Isilon 

hdfs-cls2 hdfs-cls2 hdfs-cls2* User and UPN matched 

ambari-qa-cls2 ambari-qa-cls2 ambari-qa-cls2* User and UPN matched 

Table 4. Cluster2 and Isilon Users 

 

*Normal AD sAMAccount consideration is still required. 

 Must be done at initial install of the Hadoop cluster and Isilon Integration 

 Done for all accounts 

 Additional configuration on Ambari and Hortonworks must be done during the install to utilize custom username; see the 

Hortonworks documentation for specifics 

 Use consistent naming conventions and UID-GID parity 

 

2. Additional Mapping Rules with Ambari Append ClusterName to UPN Approach 

An alternate method is to leverage additional mapping rules on Isilon OneFS as well as the Ambari rules: 

 Deploy Ambari Hortonworks HDP with standard accounts, for example: hdfs, yarn, ambari-qa 

 Deploy Isilon with standard accounts, for example: hdfs, yarn, ambari-qa 

 Kerberize using standard wizard; allow the wizard to append cluster_name|toLower() to Ambari UPNs 

 Add additional Mapping Rules to Isilon 
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Figure 24. Additional mapping rules to support clustername Ambari UPNs 

This approach allows the existing install to integrate into a shared KDC without having to reinstall or use custom user accounts. 

In order to facilitate this approach, additional mapping rules are required to map the Ambari UPNs back to the standard service account 
names. As mentioned earlier in this whitepaper, Ambari already has similar rules; by adding them to Isilon, we can operate in a similar 
manner. 

 

 

Figure 25. Additional mapping rules required on Isilon 

 

Hortornworks Account Isilon Account KDC principal without removing 

cluster_name|toLower()* 

Mapping Rule Needed 

HDFS HDFS hdfs-clustername FOO\hdfs-hdp1 => root [] 

ambari-qa ambari-qa ambari-qa-clustername FOO\ambari-qa-hdp1 => ambari-qa [] 

Table 5. Ambari UPN’s and required mapping rules 

Advantages of this approach: 

 Can be used post-deployment with standard user accounts 
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Drawbacks of this approach: 

 

 Requires additional mapping rules 

 

Ambari Multitenant Review 

Having reviewed the deployment and integration of Ambari with Hortonworks HDP with Isilon Kerberos, we can see how—because of 

the Kerberos deployment methodology used by Ambari—an approach to multitenant deployments should be considered before 

deploying either Ambari-based Hortonworks clusters or the Isilon HDFS configuration as follows:  

 Dedicated KDCs are supported 

 Shared KDCs are supported 

 In a shared KDC deployment, a strategy should be determined prior to deployment (Option 1 or Option 2) 

 Option 1: custom usernames require additional configuration modifications and must be done at initial installation 

 Option 2: UPNs with -clustername leverages additional mapping rules to support multitenancy  

 All standard Isilon Kerberos requirements and best practices should be used 

Recommended Approaches and Best Practices 

Having reviewed the many options and configuration requirements for deploying Kerberized clusters with OneFS, the following 

recommendations outline the suggested approaches to deploying multitenant Hadoop clusters against a single Isilon: 

Ultimately the choice of shared or dedicated KDCs is a specific environment decision and may ultimately be dictated by the existing 

Kerberos infrastructure in your environment, security policy, or how user identity management is implemented along with Kerberos. 

Again, it is important to recognize that this paper is focused on the Kerberos authentication architectures in use, and not on the identity 

management used to support your Hadoop cluster. 

Dedicated KDCs do provide isolation of Principals, and may provide easier administration to the Hadoop and Isilon clusters, while 

shared centralized KDCs will provide the benefit of central management and existing infrastructure.  

Cloudera CDH 

Based on how Cloudera CDH deploys Principals to the KDC; SPNs including hostname, no UPNs that require additional configuration 

and no Isilon SPNs. 

Multiple Cloudera clusters can be Kerberized easily against shared or dedicated KDCs without additional configuration or modifications.  

 Use a per cluster Access Zone 

 Deploy local Hadoop service accounts with UID – GID parity on Isilon and Cloudera hosts with standard name: hdfs, yarn, hbase 

 Kerberize against KDC using standard Kerberos wizard options 

 No additional updates to principals or SPNs are required 

 

Ambari Hortonworks HDP 

With Ambari creating SPNs, UPNs, and Isilon SPNs, additional configuration is required as discussed in this whitepaper.  

Multiple Ambari Hortonworks HDP clusters can be Kerberized easily against shared or dedicated KDCs when the required configuration 

changes or modifications are accounted for prior to installation and configuration. 

 Use a per Hadoop cluster Access Zone 

 Deploy local Hadoop service accounts with UID – GID parity on Isilon and Cloudera hosts with standard name: hdfs, yarn, hbase 

 Kerberize against KDC using standard Kerberos wizard options 

 Leave the cluster_name|toLower() variable on Ambari UPNs; create all UPNs with -clustername attached (Option 2) 

 If AD, modify Ambari UPN sAMAccount names to reflect the account name, for example: hdfs-clustername, ambari-qa-clustername 

 Add mapping rules in AD: hdfs-clustername => root, ambari-qa-clustername => ambari-qa 

 Remove any Ambari-created Isilon SPNs in the Active Directory OU or the KDC 
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 Validate and fix any required Isilon SPNs in the KDC or on the Isilon Computer object in Active Directory 

 

In all Kerberos implementations, follow the recommended vendor documentation and follow all Isilon Hadoop Best Practices. For 

example: 

 Forward and reverse DNS lookups must be enabled on all the hosts. 

o All the compute hosts must have forward DNS lookup resolved correctly for all the hosts. 

o Isilon SmartConnect zone name lookups must resolve correctly. 

o Reverse PTR records for all IP addresses in the SmartConnect pool must exist. 

o Isilon OneFS must be able to resolve all the hosts, KDCs, and Active Directory servers as needed. 

 Time Kerberos implementations are highly dependent accurate time, all Hadoop nodes and OneFS must be configured to use a 

reliable accurate time source such as NTP. This should be a strata 3 or higher time source. Oftentimes an AD or DNS controller 

will also server out NTP requests on an enterprise network because of the high availability nature of these infrastructure services. 

 

Conclusion 

As we discussed in this whitepaper, many different deployment methodologies and consideration should be addressed before 

deploying multitenant Kerberos Hadoop clusters against a single Isilon cluster. The approaches outlined in this document illustrate the 

common behaviors and some potential deployment strategies but by no means does this whitepaper document all potential 

approaches. We hope that the approaches outlined in this whitepaper will allow administrators to make informed decisions and 

understand the requirements needed when deploying multitenant clusters.  

Resources 

 Using Hadoop with Isilon - Isilon Info Hub 

 Isilon and Hadoop Cluster Install Guides 

 EMC Isilon Best Practices Guide for Hadoop Data Storage  

 Isilon OneFS Considerations for Active Directory-based Kerberos with Hadoop 

 

http://www.emc.com/collateral/white-paper/h12877-wp-emc-isilon-hadoop-best-practices.pdf
https://community.emc.com/docs/DOC-39529
https://community.emc.com/docs/DOC-61379
http://www.emc.com/collateral/white-paper/h12877-wp-emc-isilon-hadoop-best-practices.pdf
https://community.emc.com/community/products/isilon/blog/2016/07/22/isilon-onefs-considerations-for-active-directory-based-kerberos-with-hadoop

